Ghetto WARZ V: 2008
CLAREMONT PACKET WRITTEN BY: Carol Huang, Alejandro López-Lago, and Andrew Hunter

TOSS UPS:

(Literature)
1. This poet describes “the rocky highland of Sleuth Wood” and the “hills above Glen-Car,” where a child and a fairy flee to since “the world's more full of weeping than you can understand” in his poem The Stolen Child.  Another of his poems describes a soldier who fought not “for law, nor duty [...] nor public men,” but for “a lonely impulse of delight.”  A different work laments that “an aged man is but a paltry thing / A tattered coat upon a stick” that wishes to be plunged “into the artifice of eternity.”  Famous for composing the line “things fall apart; the center cannot hold,” FTP name this English poet who wrote An Irish Airman Foresees His Death, Sailing to Byzantium, and The Second Coming.
Answer: William Butler Yeats
	
(Science)
2. Considering the trees resulting from various comparison results against the number of possible permutations of the input allows an easy derivation of an N Log N lower bound for any comparison-based algorithm.  This is easily reached, but often an algorithm named for its speed with inferior worst-case performance is used in practice.   FTP, name this computational problem, solvable with algorithms named quick, merge, insertion, selection, stooge, and bogo.
Answer: Sorting or equivalents
(History)
3. He was mentored under Ephialtes, who attempted to curb the Areopagus’ power. During the early years of his reign he had trouble with the statesman Cimon before successfully ostracizing the rival; however, this ruler would retrieve Cimon five years later to mediate a peace treaty with Sparta. Popular with the masses, he allowed the poor to view plays for free and also restricted citizenship to those whose parents were both Athenian. A lover of the arts, he funded many public works projects, including the Parthenon. FTP, name this man who died of a mysterious plague in 429, the ruler of Athens who started the Second Peloponnesian War.
Answer: Pericles
(Trash)
4. In a recent promotional interview for 300, he rambled, spoke incoherently, and finally fell asleep mid-question, leading to accusations of drug abuse, though he passed a subsequent drug test.  Other than that, he’s only ever passed out on camera four times, along with a single loss by decision to Keith Jardine.  FTP, name “The Iceman,” the mixed martial artist and former UFC Light Heavyweight Champion best known for defeating Tito Ortiz, Randy Couture, and Jeremy Horn.
Answer: Chuck Liddell

(Literature)
5.  Among the plants it mentions are fruited vines, tubers, hyacinths, and more strangely, and a corpse that may or may not have been disturbed by the sudden frost.  Its shortest section, “Death by Water,” is only ten lines and tells the story of Philebas the Phoenecian, while its first section, “Burial of the Dead,” mentions lilacs in addition to the planted corpse.  Written after World War I in 1922 and incorporating English, French, Italian, Latin, and Greek among others, it ends on the Sanskrit lines “shantih shantih shantih.”  FTP, name this poem that speaks of the current month “mixing / memory and desire” by “breeding / Lilacs out of the dead land,” written by T.S. Eliot.
            Answer: T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land
(History)
6. While working as a boilerman this man helped create the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen. After a brief stint in the Indiana State Legislature, he returned to railroads and led the American Railway Union. He tried to prevent the union members from participating in the Pullman Strike, but failed. Charged with obstruction of mail, he was sent to prison, where he was introduced to Marx. He helped found the International Workers of the World and ran for the presidency for the first time in 1900. FTP, name this candidate who, due to violating the Espionage Act of 1917, ran for the presidency from prison in 1920, a five-time Socialist candidate.
Answer: Eugene Victor Debs

(Trash)
7. For some reason, the director thought that no one would be able to follow the introductory speech unless it was given three times: once by a character on screen, once in title cards, and once again by voiceover.  This 1996 adaptation starred the “Meryl Streep of her generation” and brought the original work into the modern day, as seen when a character calls, “Give me my longsword, ho!” while reaching for a shotgun.  Oh, and Queen Mab is Ecstasy.  FTP, name this movie starring Leonardo DiCaprio and directed by Baz Luhrmann, who thought “Two houses alike in dignity” was too hard for modern audiences to understand.
Answer: William Shakespeare’s Romeo Plus Juliet (clear knowledge required that they're referring to the movie)

 (Religion/Mythology)
8. The name’s the same.  A lesser known third son in one religion and a jealous younger brother in another, both experience the murder of their siblings.  One was given to his mother as the murdered brother’s replacement, while the other is the one who did the murdering.  The lesser-known bearer of this name is very assuredly human, as any proponent of Creationism will tell you, but the more well-known bearer is usually depicted with square-tipped ears, a long, curved snout, and occasionally a canine body to match.  FTP, name this third son of Adam and Eve and brother of Osiris.
Answer: Seth (do not accept “Set”) 

(Trash)
9. One claim on his business cards matches a claim on those of Discworld’s Casanunda, and this man is neither an outrageous liar nor the world’s greatest lover.  For that matter, he finally admits he will never even be the world’s greatest badass, after meeting a man with a nuclear dead man’s switch.  By the novel’s conclusion, he’s paid off his debt to Uncle Enzo for totaling a Mafia pizza van, as well as having saved all the world’s hackers.  FTP, name this aptly named main character of Snow Crash by Neal Stephenson.
Answer: Hiro Protagonist (accept other)

(History)
10. He took power after the deposition of Iyasu V, where he became a regent to the Empress Zewditu. Two years later she tried to charge him with treason, but his popularity with the police force made her crown him king. The empresses' husband, Gugsa Wele, attempted to overthrow him but was killed at the Battle of Anchim. This leader's reign suffered several other coups, including one where his son was placed in power while this ruler was in Brazil, and another that was caused by the Wollo Famine in the early 1970s.  That incident led to his imprisonment and eventual death. FTP, name this Ethiopian king who drafted his country's first constitution and was believed by Rastafarian's to be God on Earth.
Answer: Haile Selassie I or Ras Tafari Makonnen (accept Ras Tafari before Rastafarian)

(Science)
11. With sufficiently large order, one type of this object forms the basis of elliptic curve cryptography.  The symmetry type can be used to determine physical and chemical properties of various system.  Galois determined the existence of unsolvable quintic equations by determining that their associated this was not solvable, since S5 contains a simple non-cycle normal sub-this.  FTP, name this type of mathematical object with an associative, invertible binary operation and an identity element.
Answer: Group

(Art)
12. Its first performance was in Paris in 1875, the same year as the composer’s death.  Friedrich Nietzsche considered it “Mediterranean”, in contrast to Wagner’s Teutonic works, and its vast departure from the operatic style of the time caused a scandal when it was first produced.  In 2001, MTV Studios produced an appalling hip-hopera remake of it starring Beyoncé Knowles as the title character and Mekhi Phifer as the modern day Don José.  Based on a story by Prosper Mérimée (mary-may) and set in Seville, Spain, name, FTP, this opera featuring a fiery, finicky Gypsy, composed by Georges Bizet.
	Answer: Carmen

(History)
13. He was first forced to flee from China after breaking the hand of a Beiji statue at a temple. Soon after, he converted to Christianity and became a doctor in Hong Kong. A member of the Tiandihui, he organized a failed coup that forced him to flee again to Japan and the United States. During his second exile he gave aid to Filipino rebels and wrote his most famous work, The Three Principles of the People. After returning to China, he married Soong Ching-ling and started the Whampoa Military Academy, placing his protégé Chiang Kai-shek in charge. FTP, name this co-founder of the Kuomintang, the first president of the Republic of China.
Answer: Dr. Sun Yat-Sen or Sun Zhongshan or Nakayama Sho 

 (Science)
14. The constructive version, under the Curry-Howard isomorphism, is equivalent to the simply typed lambda calculus, to which adding the call-with-current-continuation operator results in the classical version under the same isomorphism, where the operator is equivalent to Pierce’s law. Unlike stronger forms, it is not subject to Godel’s incompleteness theorems, as it is insufficiently powerful to encode its own statements.  FTP, name this type of logical system, which operates on namesake objects combined by various connectives, without any form of functions or quantification.
Answer: propositional or sentential or zeroth-order logic

(Literature)
15. The story begins with an American captain of “a singularly undistrustful good nature” spotting a ship with the words “Seguid Vuestro Jefe” painted on it.  He meets the titular captain of the ship who tells the American that his voyage to Lima was disrupted by gales off of the coast of Cape Horn and the disease scurvy, which killed off all of his officers.  However, the intricate knot tied by a Spanish sailor, the title character’s questions about the strength of “The Bachelor’s Delight,” and the presence of the hatchet polishers hint at the falsehood of the story.  In reality, the San Dominick is overtaken by Atufal and Babo in, FTP, this novella in which Amasa Delano quashes a slave revolt, written by Herman Melville.
Answer: Benito Cereno

(Religion/Mythology)
16. Although one of her incarnations shares a name with a Harry Potter character, it’s unlikely she would be on his side due to her unique fashion sense.  She is said by some to have sprung fully-formed from the anger of Durga, and she defeats the demon Raktavija within moments of her birth by drinking all of his blood.  Usually depicted with multiple arms, a girdle of human hands, and a necklace of decapitated heads, it’s no surprise this dark-skinned goddess is stepping on her husband all the time.  FTP, name this goddess of destruction and death and consort of Shiva.
Answer: Kali (prompt on “the black goddess,” do not accept “Parvati”)

(Science)
17. He originally started out as an Impressionist, but works such as Boats on the Beach marked his transition to Fauvism (fah-vism).  After being seriously wounded in World War I, his style became slightly more realistic, although works such as Le Jour and Black Fish were still heavily influenced by his previous styles.  Paintings such as The Emigrant, Harbor in Normandy, and Violin and Candlestick exhibit the style for which he is most famous, one which meshes together many planes to create a vibrant and coherent picture.  FTP, name this artist who, along with Pablo Picasso, co-created analytic cubism.
	Answer: Georges Braque

(Philosophy)
18. The United States government is using a bastardized version of this doctrine when it defends its recent actions against detained prisoners.  Although traces of it appear earlier in history, its originator is considered to be a British economist in the late 18th century and his more well-known student in the early 19th.  This ethical tradition is the antithesis of egoism, arguing that a person should attempt to maximize net happiness or pleasure and leads inevitably to the idea that murdering an infant would be morally right if it prevented a war.  FTP, name this branch of philosophy, also the title of a work by John Stuart Mill.  
Answer: Utilitarianism

(Art)
19. Completed in 1801, this musical work begins with triplets of G-sharp, C-sharp, and E for the first two measures.  The composer dedicated this work in C-sharp minor to his pupil, Giuletta Guicciardi (ju-LET-ta goo-ee-KAR-dee), with whom he was reputedly in love at the time, and it gained its current nickname from a music critic who had some synesthesia going on.  Called “almost a fantasy” by its composer because it did not follow the sonata form of his time, name, FTP, this piano work by Beethoven that evokes a certain something shining upon a lake. 
	Answer: Moonlight Sonata, Quasi una fantasia, Sonata No. 14, Op. 27, No. 2 

(Literature)
20. Oyone and Sosuke have an unpassionate marriage that is strained by Oyone's illness in this author's The Gate, which was the last part of a trilogy containing the novels And Then and Sanshiro. In another work, the protagonist becomes a math teacher at a middle school but is disappointed with the job and eventually moves away with Kiyo to Tokyo. A different work describes a college graduate who meets the lonely Sensei, and an earlier novel details the exploits of a lazy feline. FTP name this Meiji-era author of Kokoro and I am a Cat.
Answer: Natsume Soseki

(Geography) 
21. The writer has a personal attachment to this 3,400 mile long waterway, as he/she shares a name with it.  It is particularly deadly, killing tens of thousands to millions each time it floods but is also the birthplace of civilization for that geographical area.  Slightly longer than the Ob River of Russia, it originates in the Bayan Har Mountains and joins the Fen and Wei (way) Rivers before crossing the North China Plain and emptying into the Bohai.  FTP, name this second-longest river in China, named for its distinct shade of loess [loh-ess or less] or sediment.
	Answer: Yellow River or Huang/Hwang He/Ho



















BONI:

 (Geography)
1. The seven summits are the highest mountains on each of the seven continents.
[10] For ten points, name this seven summit located on the border of Russia and Georgia and near the shores of the Black Sea.
	Answer: Mount Elbrus or Mingi-Tau
[10] This mountain was formed by the collision between the Pacific and North American plates and is one of the largest in the world by volume.
	Answer: Mount McKinley
[10] This almost 7,000 meter mountain is considered the highest summit in the Western Hemisphere but can be scaled without any specialized equipment.  
	Answer: Mount (Cerro) Aconcagua

(Current Events)
2Name these works, as described by cartoon characters on Fox.
[10] Peter Griffin tried to save movie lovers from watching these “Two long, boobless hours.”
Answer: Citizen Kane
[10] Homer Simpson tells Lisa that this novel has nothing to do with revenge on nature—its moral is “be yourself!”
Answer: Moby Dick
[10] Al Gore tries to convince Futurama watchers to read his book “Earth in the Balance” in this much more popular version, where a dark wizard is responsible for pollution.
Answer: Harry Potter and the Balance of Earth

(Trash)
3. FTPE, name the functional groups in organic chemistry.
[10] One type of this group can be found in the well known CFC class of chemicals, and all consist of single-chain hydrocarbon with a certain type of atom substituted.
Answer: Haloalkanes
[10] These compounds are best known for appearing as breakdown products in metabolism after fasting, and consist of a carbonyl group linked to two other carbons or other compounds.
Answer: Ketones
[10] The prefix “cyano-“ refers to a compound containing this group.
Answer: Nitrile


(Philosophy)
4. Its first proposition is that “the world is everything that is the case,” and its last proposition is “What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence.”
[10] Name this 84-page philosophical work written in an Italian POW camp that proposes a picture theory of language.
Answer: Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus
[10] This Austrian philosopher wrote the Tactatus Logico-Philosophicus and came up with the “private language” argument.
Answer: Ludwig Wittgenstein
[10] The “private language” argument was introduced in this text published after Wittgenstein's death. This work also introduced the concept of a “language-game.”
Answer: Philosophical Investigations


(Religion)
5. Today is the 15th day in the Hebrew month of Nisan.
[5] First, for five points, name the Jewish holiday that begins today at sundown.  It commemorates the liberation from slavery of the Israelites, along with some other things.  
	Answer: Passover or Pesah or Pesach
[5] Passover also celebrates the Tenth Plague “passing over” the houses of the Israelites.  Name that plague.
	Answer: death of all first-born children (accept equivalents) 
[10] For ten, name any five of the previous nine plagues.
	Answer: water sources turning to blood, population explosion of amphibians or frogs, dust into lice or gnats, swarms of flies, plague or disease on livestock, boils, hailstorm (or lightning/rain of fire), locusts, and darkness
[10] And lastly for ten points, the Angel of Death didn’t have Jew-dar; the Israelites were instructed to mark their doorframes with blood from this age and sex of lamb (two answers required).
	Answer: first year male (both must be present)

(Literature)
6. Given a description of an Antonio, name the Shakespeare play he appeared in.

[10] His generous nature towards his friend Bassanio ends up nearly costing him his life, but Portia saves him at the last moment.
      Answer: The Merchant of Venice
 [10] He usurped his brother's throne twelve years before the beginning of the play with the help of Alonso, the King of Naples. This duke convinces Sebastian to murder Alonso while on the island, but his plan fails.
      Answer: The Tempest
[10] He attempts to trick Ursula during the dance, and he tries to dissuade his brother Leonato from dueling with the protagonist over slanderous words against this man's niece.
      Answer: Much Ado About Nothing


(Trash)
7. FTPE, name these obnoxious songs popular around the time of your author’s middle school days from their idiotic lyrics.
[10] “New Kids on the Block, had a bunch of hits, Chinese food makes me sick…I like girls that wear Abercrombie and Fitch.”
Answer: Summer Girls
[10] “A little bit of Monica in my life, a little bit of Erica by my side, a little bit of Rita’s all I need, a little of bit of Tina’s what I see…”
Answer: Mambo Number Five
[10] “I’m cooking MCs like a pound of bacon.”
Answer: Ice Ice Baby

(Art)
9. Answer the following about a major piece of American artwork.
[10] A contemplative couple and a man with his back to the viewer sit at a restaurant that advertises Phillies has no visible exit.
Answer: Nighthawks
[10] Nighthawks was painted by this realist American painter who also painted The Automat and Office in a Small City.
Answer: Edward Hopper
[10] Hopper also painted this picture containing two similar-looking women facing each other. The green drapes in the background hide part of the title, which is named after a Chinese dish.
Answer: Chop Suey

(Science)
10. What would a packet be without before-and-afters (combination boni)?  Better.  Answer these topology-based ones anyway FTPE.
[10] In this 90s comedy, Michael Jordan and various cartoon characters work together to play basketball in a set equipped with a distance function satisfying the triangle inequality.
Answer: Metric Space Jam
[10] This spiritual successor to The Twilight Zone told you “There is nothing wrong with your television set” and ensured you could pick a point from a certain set in any neighborhood of itself.
Answer: The Outer Limit Points
[10] This uncommon from the Lorwyn set of Magic: The Gathering generates Elf tokens, pumps all elves, and consists entirely of its own limit points.
Answer: Imperious Perfect Set

(Science)
11. Answer these solid-state physics questions FTSNOP.
[5] For five, these particles have half-integral spin and are antisymmetric under exchange, and thus are limited in how many particles can be in a particular energy state, commonly known as the Pauli Exclusion Principle.
Answer: fermions
[5] For five, these particles have integral spin and are symmetric under exchange, allowing any number of such particles to be in a particular energy state.
Answer: bosons
[10] For ten, the Pauli Exclusion Principle leads to this phenomenon, where compressing a system will increase its energy due to fermionic components being forced into higher energy state.
Answer: degeneracy pressure
[10] For ten, this type of astronomical body is held up almost entirely by degeneracy pressure of its namesake particle.
Answer: neutron star

(History)
12. This 19th century war led to over 200,000 South American casualties.
[10] Name this six year conflict between Paraguay and the combined forces of Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay that started with Brazil's invasion of the River Plate region and Paraguay's capture of Brazilian and Argentine ships. Hint: Three nations were involved on one side.
      Answer: The War of the Triple Alliance
[10] This Paraguayan ruler successfully invaded Corrientes and Mato Grosso at the beginning of the war, but his luck would eventually run out as he was forced to fight using guerilla tactics in the mountains of Paraguay in the final stages of the war.
      Answer: Francisco Solano López
[10] This son-in-law to Dom Pedro II took command over the Triple Alliance's troops. He won decisive battles at Piribebuy and Acosta Ñu before finally ending the war at Cerro Corá.
      Answer: Louis Philippe Marie Ferdinand Gaston d'Orléans, Prince Imperial-Consort of Brazil, Count d'Eu [accept just Count d'Eu]

(Literature)
14. Answer these questions about 19th-century French literature FTPE.
[10] Composed of roughly 90 novels and novellas, this collection of works was meant to describe the breadth of contemporary society and existence.
	Answer: The Human Comedy or La Comédie Humaine
[10] The Human Comedy was written by this author, a pioneer of his time whose insight into human nature helped launch literary realism.
	Answer: Honoré de Balzac
[10] One of Balzac’s most famous works with the Human Comedy is this novel which features characters from other sections of the Comedy and tells of a titular character’s interactions with other residents of his boarding house.
	Answer: Le Pere Goriot or Father Goriot or Old Goriot 

(History)
15. Answer these questions for the stated number of points about the Spanish rulers who reigned during a 770-year conflict, La Reconquista.
[10] For 10 points, name this Asturian king who rallied his few hundred men to victory against the army of Alqama at Covadonga, starting the Christian Reconquest.
Answer: Pelagius of Asturias or Pelayo or Pelagio
[10] Also known as “the wise” or “the astrologer,” this 13th century Castillian king created a code of laws known as the Seven Part-Code and composed the Songs to the Virgin Mary.
Answer : Alfonso X  (prompt on Alfonso)
[10] (For 5 points each) Name the two rulers from Castile and Aragon who united Spain and ended the Reconquista with their victory at Grenada.
Answer: Ferdinand (the Fifth or the Second of Aragon or the Catholic or el Catolico) and Isabella (the First (of Castile) or the Catholic or la Catolica)

(Literature)
16. Name these short stories written by everyone’s favorite antebellum gambler, Edgar Allen Poe.
[10] Minister D steals a document from a young lady living in the royal apartments and blackmails her with it.  Monsieur G enlists the help of C. Auguste Dupin, who procures the letter by replacing it with a French poem about Atreus and Thyestes.
Answer: The Purloined Letter
[10] The narrator survives two typhoons before landing on a black ship inhabited by sailors oblivious to his presence. The ship ends up sailing into a whirlpool at the South Pole. 
Answer: MS Found in a Bottle (accept Message Found in a Bottle or Manuscript Found in a Bottle)
[10] The alcoholic narrator, scheduled to be executed the next day, recounts the murder of his wife with an axe and the revenge of the titular animal, which he hung from a tree.  That animal, Pluto, eventually reveals the location of the wife's remains.
Answer: The Black Cat

(Art)
17. Answer these questions about a certain wild Italian painter. 
[10] Originally from Milan, this artist moved to Rome and began painting secular works such as Boy with a Basket of Fruit and The Cardsharps before receiving patronage for his more famous religious works.
Answer: Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio [also accept Merisi]
[10] The title figure lies on the floor blinded by an unseen light source.  The only other human character, the groom, is mostly hidden by the towering figure of the horse.
Answer: The Conversion of Saint Paul or The Conversion on the Way to Damascus or Conversione di San Paolo
[10] Two figures peer through the window on the right side of this painting as they and the warden watch the titular action being performed on this saint whose head was requested by Herod’s wife.
Answer: The Beheading of St. John the Baptist or The Decapitation of St. John the Baptist

(Science)
18. Name,  all the people who came out of nowhere lightning fast, and kicked Chuck Norris in his cowboy ass; you have 10 seconds to begin answering. There are 21 of them - 5 points for the first three, 10 more if you know ten, and 30 for the entire list.
Answer: Gandalf theGray and Gandalf the White, and Monty Python and the Holy Grail’s Black Night, Benito Mussolini and the Blue Meanie, Cowboy Curtis and Jambi the Genie, RoboCop, the Terminator, Captain Kirk and Darth Vader, Lo Pan, Superman, every single Power Ranger, Bill S. Preston, and Theodore Logan, Spock, The Rock, Doc Ock and Hulk Hogan

(Science)
19. 30-20-10, name the physical law.
30: Joseph Henry discovered the effect this law is based on at approximately the same time as the discoverer, who managed to publish first.  Lenz’s law gives the direction of the effect it mandates.
20: This law forms the basis of operation of motors and generators.  
10: This law, with a certain correction which can be derived from examining surfaces through or around a capacitor, is one of Maxwell’s equations.
Answer: Maxwell-Faraday equation or Faraday’s law of induction

 (Trash)
20. . Answer these questions about a recent election in Zimbabwe.
[10] First, for ten, name the current president of Zimbabwe who is running for re-election in his toughest election yet.
	Answer: Robert Mugabe
[10] Mugabe is facing opposition mainly from this man running under the Movement for Democratic Change Party.
	Answer: Morgan Tsvangirai
[10] Mugabe himself belongs to this party, which is alleging that the MDC has purposefully reduced Mugabe’s vote count in order to elevate Tsvangirai’s, although the converse is more likely true
	Answer: Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF) 




